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Details of Visit:

Author: Slarf
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 3 Jan 2020 18:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 210
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Met at HoD 1 in W14. Easy to find, free parking from 5pm. Apartment is compact but clean, shower
facilities provided. Stairs are a bit steep so might not be ideal for anyone with mobility issues

The Lady:

Katherine is very tall (about 6'2") in her heels which she looks amazing in, a brunette with to die for
curves in all the right places. She is a very experienced lady who knows exactly what she wants
and has an uncanny ability to take any suggestions you have and make them even more
unforgettable than you'd imagined.

Sarah is a very classy lady. Not as tall as Katherine but equally experienced and again knows
precisely how to make sure you have an amazing time.

Ivy is new to HoD and is very young but so eager to learn and certainly not lacking in either
enthusiasm or skill set. She is a tiny pocket rocket and loves to try new and different experiences.  

The Story:

Where to begin? I'd seen Katherine and Ivy the previous week at a different location and was
intending doing the same again but just thought I'd have a quick look at Sarah's profile as well since
they were all listed as working. I read a previous review of a meeting involving lots of strap on play
and was immediately hooked. As you may have guessed I'm slightly on the kinky side of the
spectrum so thought I'd ask if all 3 girls were available at the same time and to my delight they
were.
Having arrived I was shown into the bedroom and got myself ready in my hold ups, heels and
crotchless backless lace panties (it's all about easy access).After some mutual admiration of all our
outfits and introductory kissing Sarah and Katherine were straight down to business. Sarah and
Katherine confirmed that they both had their strapons and I was then offered a choice of 2 by
Sarah. I naturally chose the larger as Katherine knew I would commenting that I was a very greedy
slut. While the strapons were being put on,adjusted and condoms put on, Ivy and I had already
begun to manually stimulate each other. This was swiftly brought to an end by Katherine telling me
to get on all fours on the bed with my arse facing her and to suck Sarah's cock. I was now maybe
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regretting choosing the bigger one since Sarah asked Katherineif I deep throated...the response to
which was Katherine placing her hand on the back of my head and forcing me further onto Sarah's
cock, and telling me to gag on it like the dirty little slut I am like Ivy was now doing on my cock!
Sarah was then asked if she would like to fuck me so the two changed positions, Sarah fucking my
arse and me gagging on Katherine's cock. Sarah then decided that Ivy's pussy needed a little
attention so placed us in a 69 position with Sarah still working away on my with the strap on. I
began to lock away at Ivy's clot and arse but K had other ideas. Having applied lube she then
entered Ivy and began alternate between fucking Ivy then forcing her cock down my throat telling
me to clean off all the juices.
There then followed the most amazing 30 minutes I have ever spent in a bedroom. In short I was
fucked by 2 girls, had 3 pussies on my face and my cock and 3 mouths on my cock. It was simply
the most exciting, sexy and above all fun 30 minutes I have ever spent and all done under the
expert direction of the sensational Katherine who made sure that everybodys desires were fulfilled
for the full 30 minutes.
Eventually Katherine finished me off by hand while I ate Ivy and my fingers played with Sarah's clit. I
realised that I'd thought about a 3 way snowball but was moments too late in my suggestion as my
load sprayed from me. Katherine continued rubbing me tho with Sarah's encouragement to make
sure she had drained every drop!
Guess the snowball will have to wait until next time which I personally cannot wait for.

Thank you ladies for a brilliant time, especially my beautiful Katherine who made it all possible and
as a director would give Spielberg a run for his money xxxx
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